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I. ABSTRACT

Tiny Homes are an environmentally friendly housing option popping up across the United States. Tiny Homes have a minimal environmental footprint due to their small size and eco-friendly design. As such, Tiny Homes could address several of the Environmental Protection Agency’s city development goals.

The Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) has created a Smart Growth program that provides financial assistance to cities seeking to implement greener practices throughout city planning. Tiny Home Eco communities could become a popular Smart Growth development plan. Unfortunately, cities have not welcomed Tiny Homes, and this alternative green housing scheme has remained undeveloped.

This Comment is a proposal to expand the EPA’s Smart Growth program to include pre-planned Tiny Home Eco communities. Currently, prospective

† I would like to thank Professor Cassado-Perez for her indispensable feedback regarding the environmental sections of this comment. I would also like to thank Lisa Alexander for her expertise on Tiny Homes.
Tiny Home owners lack the freedom to choose this environmentally-friendly housing option. This proposal seeks to incentivize cities to reform zoning regulations by providing public transportation to those implementing the proposed communities.

I. INTRODUCTION

The move to Tiny Homes and other forms of micro-housing is capturing America’s attention through television shows, news articles, blog posts, and testimonials of those who have abandoned traditional expansive floor plans to live in homes under 400 square feet.1 This progressive movement is evidence of a new vision of the American Dream across the United States.2 Micro-housing is a term that describes “any residential structure, foundation built or on wheels, with full utilities (electric, water, and sewer) and living facilities (kitchen, bed, bath, and commode) designed for full time occupancy that accommodates occupants at less than 300 square feet per person.”3 Micro-housing encompasses a variety of housing options. One type of micro-housing is the accessory dwelling unit.4 These units are commonly built behind a principal dwelling, co-occupying the property.5 Accessory dwelling units are sometimes referred to as in-law suites.6 Another type of micro-housing is the apartment micro-unit.7 Micro-units are an efficient way to increase density in urban areas.8 Tiny Homes are a type of micro-housing currently inundating popular culture.9 Tiny Homes usually range between 100–400 square feet10 and are built either on a foundation or on wheels.11 Although this Comment will briefly explore different types of micro-housing, the majority of this Comment and proposal will focus on Tiny Homes.

4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
8. Id.
Several motivating factors influence individuals’ decisions to transition into Tiny Homes. One motivation is the ability to become a homeowner. In the last fifty years, homeownership has declined to where almost 40% of households rent instead of own property. This percentage does not include the increased number of young adults who live with their parents instead of renting elsewhere or purchasing their own home. Meanwhile, almost 90% of renters express the desire to become homeowners. Homeownership has become less attainable as housing prices rise. In 2015, the average price for a single-family home was around $360,000. Yet building a Tiny Home can cost one-eighteenth the cost of purchasing the average home. As such, Tiny Homes are an alluring alternative to traditional housing because they make owning a home an attainable goal.

Another reason individuals are switching to Tiny Homes is a desire to simplify. Most notably, the millennial generation embraces the concept of minimalism, marked by anti-consumerism and downsized living. This is a striking shift from the traditional American Dream. Tiny Homes offer the allure of owning minimal square footage (and fewer belongings) instead of owning an expansive traditional home. For years, “McMansions” became the heart of the American Dream. According to the United States Census Bureau for 2015, new single}

15. Id.
16. See id.
family homes averaged 2,500 square feet, while 4,800 square feet became the most desirable size. Since the 1970s, the average size for housing has increased over 60%, while the average household size has decreased over 90%. American homeowners have an average of one thousand square feet per person. These growing averages conflict with minimalist demands. In response to the excessive American trend, many individuals and minimalists attempt to transition to Tiny Homes to address the financial and time constraints of traditional home ownership. Unfortunately, zoning laws often require excessive square footage, preventing this generation from free choice in the housing market.

The demand for additional square footage in traditional housing correlates with increased energy demands as well. Growing environmental concerns are the leading motivation for most individuals pursuing Tiny Homes as a greener alternative to traditional home ownership. Following the Industrial Revolution, individuals' choices have affected the environment more significantly than before. Carbon dioxide levels should naturally remain between “180 to 300 parts per million (ppm). Today’s levels are around 400 ppm—up 40 percent since the Industrial Revolution began in the mid-18th century, when the level was 280 ppm.” Human activity plays a significant role in the earth’s changing climate. Although the changes may not be felt on a daily basis, they affect the health and safety of communities worldwide. In the last fifty years, droughts have become more severe, causing water shortages, crop losses, and even ecosystem changes such as

---

26. Mullen, supra note 22, at 259.
28. Id.
31. Mullen, supra note 22, at 262.
35. Id.
coral bleaching.\textsuperscript{38} While some regions experience droughts, displaced water causes catastrophic flooding in other regions, and high temperatures can negatively influence the health of people and livestock.\textsuperscript{39} In order to combat the effects of climate change that are already occurring and estimated to worsen, individuals must reduce greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{40} Many individuals seek Tiny Home ownership to address several of the leading causes of harmful emissions threatening the environment.

Among the highest contributors to the greenhouse gas effect are transportation, electricity, and residential emissions.\textsuperscript{41} The Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), along with other concerned organizations and administrations, has disseminated information and issued initiatives to assist individuals working towards reducing humans’ carbon footprint.

The EPA seeks to change the way American citizens and communities develop and consume energy. The organization has created programs dedicated to researching the environmental consequences of current urban development strategies. Through research and reporting, the EPA partners with states and organizations and provides indispensable funding to accomplish the developmental changes necessary to achieve positive environmental outcomes.\textsuperscript{42}

One initiative the EPA launched is the Smart Growth program.\textsuperscript{43} This program focuses on communities as a whole and provides components for growth, including "compact building design . . . [,] walkable neighborhoods . . . [,] attractive communities with a strong sense of place . . . [,] farmlands . . . [,] transportation . . . [,] and cost effective[ness]."\textsuperscript{44} Through the program, communities can apply for grants


\textsuperscript{44}. See id.
to assist in implementing initiatives that advance Smart Growth goals.\textsuperscript{45}

This Comment is a proposal to expand the EPA’s Smart Growth program in order to incentivize cities to change their zoning laws to accommodate Tiny Home Eco Communities, instead of enforcing ever-growing housing square-footage requirements. Under this proposal, a Tiny Home Eco Community would be set up similarly to traditional community subdivisions, only with added environmental and agricultural covenants. A community would be located in the suburbs, right outside of the business center; standard size lots, usually around a quarter of an acre,\textsuperscript{46} would be available for purchase; the residents would be limited to building Tiny Homes on their lots and utilizing their remaining land for gardening; community amenities, such as an apiary\textsuperscript{47} and location for a farmers market, would be available; and a Homeowners Association would be established to enforce the community’s green covenants.\textsuperscript{48} All of these aspects will be developed further throughout this Comment.

Because these communities would satisfy the EPA’s current Smart Growth development goals listed above (striving for cost effective, attractive, compact, walkable, farmland communities with a strong sense of place), under this proposal the EPA would expand its Smart Growth program to systematically grant public transportation funding to cities that rezone for and develop the proposed Tiny Home Eco Communities. The public transportation funding would be used to connect the new Eco Communities with the city’s urban center, thereby satisfying the EPA’s Smart Growth goals of increasing public transportation and reducing small urban sprawl.\textsuperscript{49}

Unlike the current process cities must navigate to apply for Smart Growth funding, this Comment encourages the EPA to issue nationwide permits and grants through its Smart Growth program to cities establishing Tiny Home Eco Communities. These permits and grants


\textsuperscript{47} Apiaries are where bee keepers house bees for their honey.


\textsuperscript{49} See About Smart Growth, supra note 42. Despite this proposal seemingly creating urban sprawl due to the creation of low-density subdivisions, the implementation of public transit connecting the subdivision to the city’s business center combats one of the main environmental concerns associated with urban sprawl. The additional environmental benefits produced by these Tiny Home Eco Communities also out-weigh many of the other concerns regarding urban sprawl. See generally Del Peterson, Transit and Small Urban Sprawl, UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSP. INST. (Oct. 2009), http://www.ugpti.org/pubs/pdf/DP217.pdf [https://perma.cc/L589-PLZ7].
serve as an almost automatic approval of applications for public transportation funding that meet an established criteria, in this case the proposed Tiny Home Eco Community development plan. As a comparison, the Clean Water Act designates a similar type of permit for the Corps of Engineers to use in implementing environmental regulations. These nationwide permits are useful because they reduce the administrative burden of individually reviewing applications for similar activities by pre-authorizing activities within a category. Here, because the EPA would have pre-drawn requirements for the approved Tiny Home Eco Communities under the program, cities developing communities within that category would not have to fill out an extensive application that would then need to be individually reviewed. Instead, administrators could pre-authorize the community development in a manner consistent with nationwide permits and release the public transportation funds to qualifying cities. Due to efficiency, the EPA already recommends increasing permits of this type to ensure environmental compliance.

Therefore, this proposal incentivizes cities to provide citizens with the concept of “freedom of housing.” Most cities’ current zoning laws prohibit Tiny Homes within city limits. These laws eliminate the current alternative housing preference that promotes homeownership, minimalist living, and a healthier environment. Under this proposal, however, citizens would have the freedom to pursue Tiny Home ownership as cities choose to accept funding for public transportation and rezone to accommodate these Smart Growth Eco Communities.

To better understand the proposal, this Comment will begin by exploring current environmental concerns, initiatives the EPA has promulgated, and the way Tiny Home Eco Communities can address these concerns. Next, this Comment will discuss the current lack of housing freedom and the barriers preventing Tiny Homes from achieving the EPA initiatives. This Comment will conclude by fleshing out the remaining details of the proposal and explaining how cities can easily implement hybrid districts for Tiny Home Eco Communities to receive Smart Growth funding for public transportation to incentivize development.

51. Id.
II. Environmental Concerns and Initiatives

The EPA analyzed greenhouse gas emissions and discovered the main contributors affecting global climate change. Tiny Home Eco Communities could reduce the environmental harms caused by leading pollutants such as emissions from transportation, electricity production, and residential waste and water practices. This Section will cover each of these greenhouse gas contributors and the way the Tiny Home Eco Communities present an attractive development solution that would satisfy the EPA’s Smart Growth goals.

A. Reducing Harmful Transportation Emissions

Transportation is the leading cause of the greenhouse gasses altering the earth’s climate. Transportation accounts for nearly 30% of total emissions polluting the atmosphere, with passenger vehicles accounting for half of that amount, followed by vehicles used to transport goods. Emissions from these sources have increased, and the EPA suggests public transportation as one method for reducing these harmful emissions. Public transportation also contributes to health by offering a safer commuting option that is shown to reduce stress, increase activity, and reduce air pollutants. An increasing number of passengers are turning to public transit where available. Not only is public transportation “estimated to reduce CO2 emissions by 37 million metric tons annually,” but taking public transit also saves households an “average of $6,251 every year,” and saves the United States “more than 11 million gallons of gasoline per day.” Public transportation could become available nationwide under this proposal based on the proposed funding incentive. Cities would receive Smart Growth funding to develop public transportation connecting the cities’ new Tiny Home Eco Communities with the cities’ urban centers. This would satisfy a Smart Growth development goal by reducing harmful transportation emissions from passenger vehicles.

54. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
60. Id. at 3–6.
In addition to the environmental benefits of public transportation, this proposal would incentivize cities to develop the Eco Communities because public transportation benefits the local economy. Planning scholars at the University of California at Berkeley found that public transportation delivers hidden economic benefits to cities, resulting in an average economic benefit of $45 million per year. This benefit is achieved through a stabilized and increased workforce. Not only will those owning Tiny Homes be able to live and work in metropolitan areas to contribute to the local economy, but public transportation may increase the workforce in other subdivisions around the city as well. The Berkeley study mentioned above found that “[e]very time a metro area added about 4 seats to rails and buses per 1,000 residents, the central city ended up with 320 more employees per square mile—an increase of 19 percent.” Public transportation also creates a sense of community, which is a vital factor in a sustainable city development and a component of Smart Growth development.

The environmental and economic benefits of public transit do not entice cities in theory alone. In fact, local governments across the United States have benefitted from Smart Growth partnerships for public transportation. For example, California received grants to assist in the development of affordable housing near public transportation and other amenities within walking and biking distance. The goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% in the area by 2050. As California constructs several high-speed railways throughout the state, Smart Growth is working together with the state to ensure they can continue to sustain growth and expansion. Additionally, the EPA...
through Smart Growth is working with local organizations in Alabama to create further public transportation to supplement the existing overrun public transit option. Also, Smart Growth is helping Las Vegas, Nevada throughout its development scheme, making the city more sustainable by implementing additional public transportation. The EPA encourages funding these growth strategies because, overall, “a combination of more compact development and investments in transit and other transportation options could reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation by 9 to 15 percent by 2050.” Although these individual cities are making a difference in their local environments, widespread efforts are needed for overall environmental health, which is why incentivizing cities across the United States with simpler permits to obtain public transportation through Smart Growth is necessary. Although public transportation for commuting addresses one danger of urban sprawl, transportation of goods such as food, contributes to emissions polluting the atmosphere as well. So, the EPA has prioritized moving towards a more environmentally friendly approach to food consumption, specifically emphasizing locally grown foods and healthy living. Locally grown food is not standard in the United States. In fact, food throughout the “U.S. travels an average of 1,500 miles to get to your plate. All this shipping uses large amounts of natural resources (especially fossil fuels), contributes to pollution, and creates trash with extra packaging.” The EPA recommends local farmers markets as a way to address this issue. Some cities have implemented regulations for farmers markets to ensure that sellers actually grow the produce locally, without using the harm-

ful pesticides buyers want to avoid. Farmers markets necessarily involve the community. As such, Eco Community farmers markets are the perfect solution for decreasing harmful emissions from the transportation of food.

Under this proposal, residents of the Tiny Home Eco Communities would participate in urban farming as a solution for growing local food. The current approach to producing food not only requires extensive transportation and emits harmful gases into the atmosphere, but also leaves over 33 million Americans hungry despite an abundance of food available. The United States Department of Agriculture reported that food deserts exist across America where citizens lack access to fresh fruits and vegetables because of limited transportation and distant grocery stores. Furthermore, the current industrial perspective on farmland and food production often ignores the importance of biodiversity and creates environmental and food security concerns. Alternatively, small family gardens usually embrace a polycultural approach to growing food, nurturing multiple kinds of crops from individual property instead of a single mass-produced crop on an industrial farm. Overall, these smaller gardens are arguably more productive and advantageous for feeding the population and promoting environmental health. The proposed Eco Communities may be a solution not only for environmental pollutants, but also for food security and health as these communities spread across the United States. However, widespread, collective efforts are necessary to experience the benefits of these smaller, Eco Community urban farms.

Non-profit organizations, individuals, or neighborhoods can start urban farms. Currently, farmers in dense cities have developed urban farms by growing produce on dedicated park land, former demolition spots, rooftops, patios, or vertically with buildings, utilizing

76. See id.
79. Burdon, supra note 77, at 709.
80. Id. at 725.
81. Id. at 725–26.
82. Id. at 726.
84. Id.
previously unused space.85 These farms have several benefits and “can add greenery to cities, reducing harmful runoff, increasing shading, and countering the unpleasant heat island effect.86 In Chicago, an organization took over a broken cement lot and now produces 25,000 pounds of vegetables and herbs there annually.87 A hotel in New York City has a rooftop garden and apiary88 where bees pollinate the surrounding community, and the hotel uses the produced honey in their kitchen.89 Boston’s local government amended the zoning code to allow for farmers markets operating on rooftops and vacant lots that utilize bees, chickens, and similar urban gardens.90 Collectively, these urban farms are helping transform cities into greener, more sustainable communities.91 Unfortunately, only one-third of these urban farms are successful because property disputes arise over previously vacant lots, and cities decline to renew leases to community gardeners because the need for additional housing eventually outweighs the concern for local, sustainable food.92 Under this proposal, however, Tiny Home owners would cultivate the available land on their own housing lot traditionally covered by an expansive floor plan. On average, a single-family housing lot is .2 acres.93 All of the food necessary to meet one’s needs can be grown on as little as .1 acres of land.94 Tiny Home owners in the proposed Eco Communities would participate in urban farming and contribute to a farmers market run by the community homeowners association.95 As such, these communities could be an effective solution to harmful emissions from food transportation without the instability of public property leases for urban gardens.

86. Id.
87. Id. at 4.
88. Id. at 1.
89. Id.
91. See generally id.
95. Id. One example where this structure has been implemented (absent Tiny Homes) is the Ngozi Eco Village. Ngozi Eco Village Natural & Organic Farmers’ Market, AgMAP, http://agmap.psu.edu/businesses/index.cfm?fid=4674 [https://perma .cc/CSX5-QA3W] (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).
This proposal directly reduces harmful emissions from both commuter transportation and food delivery transportation. The United States must collectively commit to better land use decisions for housing developments and food production, with conscious planning regarding transportation. As covered in this Section, providing cities with public transportation is an effective incentive for cities to re-zone due to the environmental and economic benefits of public transit. As these re-zoned Tiny Home Eco Communities spread across United States’ municipalities partnering with Smart Growth, a stable workforce of homeowners would enjoy public transit, reducing harmful commuter emissions and reducing harmful delivery emissions by participating in urban gardening and farmers markets.

B. Reducing Harmful Electricity Emissions

Residential electricity emissions are the leading cause of harmful pollution within electricity production, which is the next major environmental contaminant after transportation. The EPA recommends increasing energy efficiency, energy conservation, and renewable energy sources to mitigate the environmental consequences of traditional residential energy emissions. Tiny Homes satisfy all of these recommendations. The EPA recognizes that an “effective response to complex environmental problems requires understanding of the natural and built environment, awareness of environmental problems and their origins (including those in urban areas), and the skills to solve these problems.” Although most people in the United States are aware of global warming, less than half believe that human activity is the cause of the global phenomenon. Of those who recognize the way human activity results in global warming, few understand which human activities contribute most to the problem. Every household has a unique carbon footprint, contributing to the collective global greenhouse gas effect. The EPA offers an online feature where individuals can calculate their household carbon footprint by entering data about their home, utilities, and driving habits.

---

96. See Withers, supra note 71 at 127.
98. Id.
103. Id.
specific activities combine and become an overall carbon footprint allows individuals to evaluate their energy consumption habits and find ways to reduce their carbon footprint from residential emissions.104

One way the EPA encourages homeowners to decrease their carbon footprint is through changing energy consumption habits.105 Decreasing energy consumption can be achieved by increasing efficiency with the products and space homeowners already need or have. For example, homeowners can replace traditional light bulbs with those that consume at least 70% less energy, as well as insulate their homes to decrease heating and cooling loss.106 Furthermore, heating and cooling less space conserves energy. Nevertheless, smaller homes—such as Tiny Homes—will inevitably consume less energy than larger homes even when the larger homes are using energy efficient consumption methods.107 The EPA also encourages water management practices to reduce residential electricity emissions.108 Efficient use of drinking water and wastewater can decrease the burden on municipalities’ water plants, correlating to a decrease in polluting energy use.109 One efficient water management practice the EPA promotes is rainwater harvesting.110 Eco Communities often mandate rainwater collection, which residents then use to irrigate their lawns and plants, consequently decreasing the burden on city infrastructure.111 Rezoning subdivisions across the United States to accommodate Tiny Home Eco Communities would allow homeowners to automatically reduce harmful residential energy emissions due to the size of their new homes and their water management practices.112

Another way the EPA encourages homeowners to reduce their carbon footprint is by switching to clean energy for consumption needs.113 In 2009, single-family homes consumed “8 quadrillion Btu of

---

106. Id.
107. Withers, supra note 71, at 141.
109. Id.
111. A Sustainable Emerging EcoVillage, AVALON ORGANIC GARDENS & ECOVIL-
112. Judith Lavoie, Tiny homes draw big interest; Garden suites, recently approved in the city, offer density, affordability, TIMES COLONIST, March 17, 2012, at A4.
energy for heating and cooling applications.”114 Most of this energy was from non-renewable sources.115 Meanwhile, “[e]very hour the sun beams onto Earth more than enough energy to satisfy global energy needs for an entire year.”116 Currently, solar energy is increasing in popularity and demand.117 Unlike traditional energy sources, utilizing renewable, clean energy sources—such as solar energy—helps reduce the harmful effects of greenhouse gases on the environment.118 Some solar energy plants’ “carbon footprint per unit of energy produc[ed] is 95% lower than that of fossil fuel power plants.”119 Decreasing humans’ carbon footprint by switching to renewable energy sources can “reduce premature mortality and lost workdays, and it reduces overall healthcare costs” by improving air and water quality and thereby promoting public wellness.120 In addition to reducing harmful greenhouse gases and the corresponding effects on global climate, relying on solar energy provides benefits such as “greater energy security . . . [and] stronger economic growth.”121 The EPA not only encourages increased energy efficiency and decreased energy consumption, but also a transition to renewable sources such as solar energy.122 Although renewable energy sources are increasing, last year renewable energy sources accounted for only 10% of American energy consumption.123 Switching to solar energy for a Tiny Home costs one-tenth of the price of switching to solar energy for the average sized traditional home and is therefore a more affordable option for complying with this EPA initiative.

119. Id.
122. RHC for Single-Family Homes, supra note 114.
Most of the energy Americans currently consume stems from fossil fuels, a finite and depleting source.\textsuperscript{124} Despite efforts encouraging individuals to reduce environmental harm by improving energy consumption habits and utilizing energy efficient methods for new buildings and homes,\textsuperscript{125} one of the most significant environmental encumbrances in the United States is the development of single-family homes.\textsuperscript{126} However, Tiny Homes are an emerging alternative to traditional housing that offer an attractive and environmentally friendly lifestyle from construction to maintenance. Whereas building a traditional home requires depleting forests of enough lumber to fill seven logging trucks, lumber to build a Tiny Home would fill only half of a logging truck.\textsuperscript{127} Once built, Tiny Homes have a miniscule carbon footprint in comparison to traditional housing. The energy use for lighting, heating, and cooling a traditional home emits an average of 28,000 pounds of pollution per year, while Tiny Homes emit an average of 2,000 pounds of pollution per year.\textsuperscript{128} This significant difference is not only due to increased energy efficiency and decreased consumption based on the small size of Tiny Homes, but also because Tiny Homes can use solar panels for their energy consumption.\textsuperscript{129} Under this proposal, the Eco Communities would have covenants governing the Tiny Homes and allowing homeowners to use only sustainable energy sources.\textsuperscript{130}

C. Reducing Harmful Residential Waste Emissions

Whereas switching to cleaner energy sources and consuming less energy is an initial conscious decision towards protecting the environment, smaller daily choices, in the aggregate, can significantly contribute to reducing human’s carbon footprint. A final cause of harmful greenhouse gas emissions discussed in this Comment is residential emissions caused by organic waste practices.\textsuperscript{131} The EPA encourages

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{124} The End of Fossil Fuels, supra note 115.
\item \textsuperscript{125} Reduce the Environmental Impact of Your Energy Use, supra note 105; see also ENERGY STAR, https://www.energystar.gov/ [https://perma.cc/9TPV-KBR3] (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{128} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{131} Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions, supra note 55.
\end{itemize}
homeowners to reduce these harmful residential emissions by decreasing the amount of food waste sent to landfills.\textsuperscript{132}

The EPA aims to change the way individuals and businesses consume and dispose of food, decreasing the amount of food waste that reaches landfills by 50 percent by 2030.\textsuperscript{133} On average, each individual sends over two hundred pounds of food waste to landfills each year, which significantly contributes to current methane emissions affecting climate change in the United States.\textsuperscript{134} The EPA recommends that individuals take proactive steps to reduce this impact by composting their organic waste.\textsuperscript{135} Composting not only benefits soil and decreases the need for chemical use, but also decreases the harmful effects of methane emissions, thereby helping curb climate change.\textsuperscript{136}

Composting is a common practice in Eco Communities.\textsuperscript{137} Under this proposal, Tiny Home owners within the Eco Community would reduce food waste normally sent to landfills, and thus decrease residential greenhouse gas emissions by utilizing composting. This proposal also improves the nutritional value of produce, potentially enhancing the health of consumers. Composting enhances soil quality, yielding more nourishing produce.\textsuperscript{138} Furthermore, urban development threatens local farms, pushing them farther into rural areas, increasing the distance food must travel before consumption.\textsuperscript{139} This leads to decreased dietary value since “a 5-10 day transportation and storage lag between production and consumption leads to losses of 30-50% in some nutritional constituents.”\textsuperscript{140} Increasing urban agriculture through Tiny Home Eco Communities would allow residents and locals to purchase fresh produce from farmers markets, reaping the full nutritional benefits available, while homeowners also decrease residential emissions associated with food waste due to their communities’ composting practices.

\textsuperscript{132.} Id.
\textsuperscript{133.} United States 2030 Food Loss and Waste Reduction Goal, supra note 74.
\textsuperscript{134.} Id.
\textsuperscript{136.} Id.
\textsuperscript{137.} See A Sustainable Emerging EcoVillage, supra note 111; see also Kailash Ecovillage, KAILASH ECOVILLAGE, http://www.kailashecovillage.org/ [https://perma.cc/BV5W-JN5J] (last visited Nov. 10, 2017); see also Ecological Covenants, supra note 130.
\textsuperscript{139.} Anne C. Bellows, Katherine Brown & Jac Smit, Health Benefits of Urban Agriculture, DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE (2004), http://community-wealth.org/content/health-benefits-urban-agriculture [https://perma.cc/QPF4-6RAD].
\textsuperscript{140.} Id.
Thus, this proposal helps reduce residential greenhouse gas emissions by decreasing food waste through composting practices and decreasing energy use from water plants through rainwater harvesting.

Therefore, the proposal to incentivize municipalities to develop Tiny Home Eco Communities by partnering with the EPA’s Smart Growth program would address several of the EPA’s current environmental concerns and initiatives. The proposed communities, although not increasing urban density, would decrease transportation emissions through available public transit and local food production. Additionally, Tiny Home owners consume less energy than traditional homeowners, automatically reducing their carbon footprint. Furthermore, Eco Community covenants require homeowners to participate in rainwater harvesting and use renewable energy sources, such as solar power, complying with additional EPA initiatives. Finally, Tiny Home Eco Communities would have lower residential emissions than traditional housing subdivisions due to food waste composting requirements. Because of the extensive environmental objectives these communities would achieve, this proposal aligns with the EPA’s Smart Growth goals, which should encourage them to expand the program and issue nationwide permits and grants, simplifying the process for providing public transportation to cities committed to re-zoning for and developing these proposed Tiny Home Eco Community subdivisions.

III. THE TINY HOME LEGAL BATTLE: BARRIERS TO TINY HOME OWNERSHIP

Recognizing the environmental benefits of Tiny Homes, many individuals have embarked on the transition away from traditional housing only to be unwelcomed by cities and without a place to root their environmentally friendly home. Most cities have enacted zoning ordinances prohibiting stand-alone Tiny Homes and micro-homes as accessory dwelling units, co-occupying land with a traditional home. This means that Tiny Home owners cannot purchase property upon which to build their Tiny Home or place their Tiny Home within a neighborhood on an existing traditional home’s backyard. Therefore, Tiny Home owners lack freedom of housing. In fact, Tiny Home owners attempting to live within city limits face heavy fines and constant relocation while navigating complex and varied zoning regulations. Consequently, individuals seeking to live and work near the city are unable to pursue Tiny Home ownership, and often must decide be-

141. Vail, supra note 2, at 358; Rebecca Beitsch, Tiny houses are trendy, minimalist and often illegal, PBS: NEWS HOUR (July 6, 2016, 9:58 AM), http://www.pbs.org/news hour/rundown/tiny-houses-are-trendy-minimalist-and-often-illegal/ [https://perma.cc/ A8DW-SCW7].
142. Vail, supra note 2, at 362.
143. Id. at 365.
between owning traditional excessive square footage or renting multi-family dwelling units. Meanwhile, the environmental concerns that Tiny Homes could ameliorate remain a growing concern.

A. Complex Laws for Tiny Homes

Despite rising popularity of Tiny Homes, current zoning laws often prohibit Tiny Home owners from forming roots in urban areas. Tiny Home owners and builders have been forced to find ways around traditional zoning laws in order to pursue this lifestyle.

Most new Tiny Home owners find themselves in a position where they must constantly stay one step ahead of the law. For example, some municipalities consider a person setting up a Tiny Home camping, in which case that individual would need to relocate within a specified number of days, varying by municipality. Therefore, to obey the law, Tiny Home owners must frequently relocate to comply with municipal camping regulations, instead of residing at a location. In other municipalities, a Tiny Home may be considered a trailer, so instead of following the city’s regulations regarding camping, Tiny Home owners would need to follow the regulations specifying how long a trailer can be parked at a location and how long an individual can live in a trailer. Navigating and trying to stay ahead of city ordinances is a challenging task for Tiny Home owners. Authors have responded by publishing books to help Tiny Home owners beat the system while pursuing this lifestyle.

In addition, builders have also found “loophole[s] in city regulations.” For example, in Seattle builders caused a citywide controversy by staying one unit below the threshold amount of units allowed in attempt to avoid public review of their apartment micro-units. By taking advantage of the current micro-unit zoning laws, or lack thereof, the builders cleverly avoided certain other building permits and tax consequences. Other cities, in an attempt to prevent builders from utilizing such loopholes, have responded by implementing regulations for apartment micro-units.

Although some cities have taken steps to address these issues, the status quo among most cities continues to be a paramount barrier for
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individuals pursuing the Tiny Home lifestyle. Those avoiding the law and pursuing loopholes to evade regulation and inspection spurn concern that they will be living in unsafe environments. Still, the majority of cities have failed to implement new ordinances to accommodate and regulate this modern housing trend.

B. Apprehensions Preventing Tiny Home Accommodation

Despite twenty years of people trying to achieve legal acceptance for Tiny Homes, Tiny Home owners continue struggling to gain legal and social acceptance within most municipalities. Public misperception could cause this legal delay, instigating apprehension of developing Tiny Home subdivisions. One potential apprehension and barrier to Tiny Home development is loss of city revenue. The square footage of a home is closely correlated with property value; those who increase their square footage tend to have a resulting increase in property value. Cities determine property taxes based on property value. Therefore, cities naturally have an incentive to implement minimum requirements for housing lot size and square footage that is likely to increase property value and thus the city’s revenue. Initially, a housing development dedicated to Tiny Homes under 400 square feet likely appears to create a detriment to the city’s overall goal of providing for the community’s wellbeing.

The possibility of lost revenue should not prevent cities from developing Tiny Home Eco Communities because size alone does not determine property value. Property values are often influenced by the aesthetic of a community, which is one of the reasons homeowners choose to live in rule-bound communities, such as the proposed Eco Communities with enforced environmental covenants, that help reinforce the desired aesthetic that maintains property values. Furthermore, these Eco Community subdivisions may require fewer municipal services than traditional subdivisions because Tiny Home owners usually do not have young age children requiring use of public
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schools;\textsuperscript{158} they consume less water due to rainwater harvesting;\textsuperscript{159} and they produce less waste due to composting practices.\textsuperscript{160} An associated barrier preventing cities’ development of Tiny Home Communities is the public perception that Tiny Home subdivisions would attract low-income residents and increase crime rates.\textsuperscript{161} However, Tiny Homes are often built and owned by middle-class homeowners.\textsuperscript{162} Homeowners often have to purchase the lot and build their Tiny Home without the help of bank loans, since banks usually will not extend loans to finance Tiny Homes due to the uncertain resale value of Tiny Homes.\textsuperscript{163} This proposal likely accommodates middle-class homeowners as well because homeowners would need to purchase a lot within the Eco Community. These subdivision lots would be located near an urban area, where land is often more costly than rural areas, so this proposal is unlikely to cause an increase in lot size based on social economic status. Additionally, the aesthetic of a community greatly influences crime rates.\textsuperscript{164} Eco Communities and urban agriculture communities have been proven to have either low crime rates or to decrease existing crime rates—in some areas by over 70% due to community involvement.\textsuperscript{165} Therefore, concerns over crime rates should be easily overcome.

The final barrier is finding developers for the villages. Developers have more to gain by renting out Tiny Home cabins for a resort escape, rather than developing the lots to sell to Tiny Home owners.\textsuperscript{166} Regardless, initiatives like Inclusionary Housing Programs overcome this barrier. Through these programs, municipalities can mandate that developers dedicate a certain percentage of their developments to low and middle-income housing.\textsuperscript{167} Developers have challenged this program on multiple occasions in court, but recent courts have upheld the
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program, refusing to support exclusionary housing practices that discriminate against housing developments not serving the upper class.\footnote{Id. at 572–78.} In these situations, the developers must bear the financial burden.\footnote{Id. at 573.}

Furthermore, despite opposition from some developers, other builders are already forming societies and businesses, eager to develop Tiny Homes.\footnote{See Designers And Builders, SMALL HOUSE SOC’Y, https://smallhousesociety.net/designers-builders/ [https://perma.cc/9GXC-U4PY] (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).}

Therefore, the apprehensions that have likely prevented cities from accommodating Tiny Home owners in the past would not present a major obstacle to this proposal, causing cities to forego the incentive of Smart Growth funding instead of developing the Eco Communities.

IV. Achieving Legal Stability for Tiny Home Ownership

The Tiny House movement is primarily a grassroots effort by individuals and businesses willing to challenge zoning ordinances and work with city officials to enact new codes. The following Section will cover one of the foundational zoning cases establishing a standard for minimum square footage requirements and then discuss the application to modern situations forcing Tiny Home owners into unincorporated areas or a cycle of constant relocation.

A. The Case of Berlin Tp. Establishing the Health and Welfare Zoning Standard

Legal acceptance of the smaller, alternative lifestyle offered by Tiny Home living has been a slow and challenging battle that is still far from won.\footnote{Vail, supra note 2, at 358.} Although some progress has been made among a few municipalities to address housing needs for the homeless or to create high density urban infill, most cities’ laws still leave Tiny Home owners navigating complex municipal ordinances and local zoning codes. One of the seminal cases deciding the validity of minimum square footage requirements was \textit{Home Builders League of South Jersey, Inc. v. Berlin Tp.}\footnote{Id. at 364.}

In Berlin Tp., one group of potential micro-unit apartment builders and owners challenged the minimum square footage requirements in their locale before the current Tiny Home movement began.\footnote{Home Builders League of S. Jersey, Inc. v. Twp. of Berlin, 405 A.2d 381 (N.J. 1979).} The New Jersey Supreme Court recognized the plaintiffs’ standing—even though they did not already have micro-units in violation of local laws—because they were “ready and willing to build” the micro-units in violation of the current minimum size requirements of the munici-
palities. The challenged zoning ordinance allowed for single-family homes to range between minimums of 1,100–1,600 square feet depending on the established zone area. The court held that municipalities bear the burden of proving a valid purpose for establishing the zoning requirements.

Municipalities have broad discretion under their police powers but are also subject to due process requirements. As such, the court in Berlin Tp. held that “[a]rbitrary or unreasonable zoning ordinances cannot stand.” The zoning restrictions used as a means must be reasonably related to a justifiable end, which in the Berlin Tp. case was “promot[ing] public health, safety, morals or the general welfare.”

The municipality in Berlin Tp. argued that the zoning restrictions were not only a means to “promote public health and safety,” but were also a means of “maintain[ing] the nature of residential neighborhoods and conserv[ing] property values.” The court held that the challenged zoning restrictions were not directly related to health and safety since the minimum square footage requirement did not correlate with the number of occupants within the residence. The court cited the American Public Health Association’s guideline establishing that one person could live in a residence of 150 square feet. The Berlin Tp. court also cited another court’s decision where “experts testified without exception that smaller houses do not cause a decrease in the value of adjacent dwellings or adversely affect the character of the neighborhood.” Although the court held that maintaining the nature and value of neighborhoods is a valid zoning end, the court distinguished this purpose from the zoning end of economic segregation. The builders and owners prevailed because the court did not find the municipalities had sustained their burden of proving that the ordinances were based on a legitimate end and not for the purpose of economic segregation. Since the Berlin Tp. case, as the Tiny House movement has gained popularity, individuals and organizations have petitioned local governments to alter zoning laws.
often before attempting to find a constitutional challenge to prohibitory ordinances.\footnote{See generally Justin Leighty, South Dakota City Lifts Campground Restrictions, \textit{Woodall’s Campground Mgmt.} (Nov. 17, 2009), http://www.woodallscm.com/tag/westwick-motel-and-campground/ [https://perma.cc/XAF8-GZZD].}

\section*{B. Tiny Homes Settle in Unincorporated Areas}

Although cities do not typically allow Tiny Homes within city limits, despite the ruling in \textit{Berlin Tp.}, some cities allow zoning for Tiny Homes in unincorporated areas outside of city limits. For example, in unincorporated areas around Tucson, Arizona, a builder prompted city officials to relax zoning restrictions to accommodate the constant inquiries for Tiny Home development.\footnote{Murphy Woodhouse & Gabriela Rico, Tiny-home movement takes first steps in Tucson area, \textit{Arizona Daily Star: Tucson.com} (June 11, 2016), http://tucson.com/business/tucson/roomy-enough-tiny-home-movement-takes-first-steps-in-tucson/article_a623fbd-86c5-5e73-a010-cd41a0105955.html [https://perma.cc/3BA9-6B3V].} Builders hope to capitalize on the progressive zoning modification by preparing and assembling Tiny Homes for prospective owners.\footnote{Id.} Tucson now allows homes under 400 square feet to occupy unincorporated areas, but continues to forbid Tiny Home owners to reside within Tucson city limits, except in some trailer parks, due to “safety and health concerns.”\footnote{Id.} Similarly, in Massachusetts, an individual petitioned the city of Nantucket to allow movable Tiny Homes as a solution to ever-moving buildings on the small island.\footnote{Ethan Genter, Tiny homes may help big problem on Nantucket, \textit{Cape Cod Times} (Apr. 24, 2016), http://www.capecodtimes.com/news/20160424/tiny-homes-may-help-big-problem-on-nantucket [https://perma.cc/LCY2-FM76].} Mobile homes are currently prohibited on the island, even under the Tiny Home proposition.\footnote{Id.} As of September 2016, “The state’s attorney general office is . . . expected to approve an amendment that would allow new residential construction under 500 square feet in several districts.”\footnote{Emily Nonko, Tiny house zoning regulations: What you need to know, \textit{Curbed} (Sept. 22, 2016, 11:30 AM), http://www.curbed.com/2016/9/22/13002832/tiny-house-zoning-laws-regulations [https://perma.cc/S7SB-K5DP].}

\section*{C. Tiny Homes as Recreational Vehicles}

Most Tiny Home owners who build their Tiny Homes on trailers register their homes as recreational vehicles.\footnote{Guidelines for THOW, \textit{Tiny House Cmty.}, https://tinyhousecommunity.com/guidelines.htm (last visited Nov. 1, 2017).} Those who prefer a nomadic lifestyle are able to travel across the United States with their Tiny Home, staying at RV parks and campgrounds.\footnote{Places to Stay, \textit{Tiny House Cmty.}, http://www.tinyhousecommunity.com/category/places-to-stay/ [https://perma.cc/VSM8-8XGV] (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).} Unfortunately, this method is not an ideal solution as constant relocation increases
transportation emissions. Furthermore, registration presents additional challenges for many individuals pursuing the Tiny Home lifestyle. First, the inspection and registration process was not designed for Tiny Homes on wheels—it was designed for traditional recreational vehicles or mobile homes.\textsuperscript{195} As such, the professional association that inspects recreational vehicles will not inspect a Tiny Home on wheels, and owners must pursue inspection through organizations that cover alternative housing.\textsuperscript{196}

Second, owners must find an RV park or campground that allows Tiny Homes on wheels. Several parks still only permit traditional recreational vehicles, but the Tiny Home community compiles and updates lists of Tiny Home friendly locations to help owners find a place to stay.\textsuperscript{197}

Finally, recreational vehicles were designed for temporary living, so the zoning laws for several RV parks were also created to accommodate temporary living, not permanent residences.\textsuperscript{198} Therefore, those choosing this Tiny Home living must frequently relocate because of the camping classification associated with recreational vehicles or remain in violation of local ordinances, hoping to continue unnoticed by code enforcers. Constant relocation increases transportation emissions and decreases the availability of a stable workforce.

In Sioux Falls, South Dakota, for example, the city began enforcing a thirty-day limit for camping, which would force RV owners who had been there longer than thirty days to pack up and move.\textsuperscript{199} The ordinance, established for health and safety concerns, formed the basis to evict owners of clean condition, $300,000 RVs from the park.\textsuperscript{200} Many of the Sioux Falls RV owners had traveling jobs keeping them in the area that usually lasted longer than the thirty-day limit.\textsuperscript{201} Recognizing the impractical effect of the law, city officials worked to expedite the process in removing the thirty day restriction, which would allow the RV owners to remain at the park.\textsuperscript{202}

Unlike Sioux Falls, most cities do not expedite zoning changes to accommodate Tiny Homes. In Garland, Texas, B.A. Norrgard, a paralegal for almost thirty years, decided to change her lifestyle and
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live in a Tiny Home. She also envisioned creating a Tiny Home community in the area. Since 2013, Norrgard has met with the mayor of Garland and created the Tiny Home community concept as a discussion topic for the city’s development task force team. The goal is to flip an existing RV park into a Tiny Home park. This method would be easiest because an RV park is already zoned for smaller homes. By 2017, Norrgard can finally park her Tiny Home in an urban area visibly, not hiding from code enforcement.

The idea of changing a preexisting RV park into a Tiny Home community is not unique to Norrgard. Lemon Cove Village, located between Los Angeles and San Francisco, California, transitioned from being an RV park to being a village for Tiny Homes. The village consists of fifty-five lots, a community pool, shared kitchen, restroom and shower facilities, and coin operated laundry machines. Tiny Home owners pay monthly rent and separate electricity bills.

In the years following the court’s decision in Berlin Tp. striking down arbitrary minimum square footage requirements, cities have carefully drafted their zoning codes effectively maintaining the size restrictions. As such, Tiny Home owners have been forced to remain in unincorporated areas or continue traveling between RV parks to avoid eviction due to health and safety concerns. Tackling the challenge to make Tiny Homes legal nationwide has taken grassroots efforts. Individuals looking for their cities to modify existing laws to accommodate Tiny Homes have been encouraged to research the laws for their particular city; establish the specific requirements they hope to see enacted; draft a proposal to present to city officials; familiarize themselves with Robert’s Rules of Order; go through with the presentation; and if the proposal is rejected, begin the entire process again.
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V. CREATING FREEDOM OF HOUSING FOR OTHER SOCIAL CONCERNS

Although a demographic of individuals desiring to live in Tiny Homes within suburban communities remains unmet, some cities have begun making progress toward freedom of housing, overcoming misperceptions of smaller, greener living and altering zoning laws to accommodate similar alternative housing options. So far, cities have made progress rezoning for reduced minimum square footage to address concerns such as urban sprawl and social issues like homelessness and natural disasters.

A. Combating Urban Sprawl Through Micro-Units

Major cities, prompted by environmental concerns, have rezoned to accommodate apartment micro-units to combat urban sprawl and increase density. Usually, young professionals are the demographic filling these micro-unit apartments. A survey in California found that the majority of single individuals would prefer living alone to having a roommate, even if the costs were higher per square foot with less space. Places like Austin, Denver, New York City, Seattle, and Washington D.C. have built micro-unit condominiums, providing dwellings smaller than studio apartments for individuals to rent. It is argued that this change discourages young professionals working within the city from seeking employment elsewhere. Despite progress rezoning to allow for micro-unit condominiums in some major cities and the benefits observed to the local economy and environment due to the movement, these changes do not affect Tiny Home owners, and concerns regarding density, over-population, and burdened city infrastructure are rising as these micro-unit apartments are developed.

B. Addressing Homelessness Through Tiny Homes

Social concerns have prompted municipal action in some cities to accommodate Tiny Homes. Upwards of 500,000 people in the United States suffer from homelessness. Many states have established tent
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cities in order to support this population. Recently, municipalities are substituting traditional tent cities with Tiny Home villages. Citizens of New York, Washington, Oregon, Texas, Wisconsin and other states have joined Occupy Housing movements, petitioning local governments to alter zoning codes to allow for villages similar to tent cities for the homeless, arguing that everyone has a human right to housing. Additionally, San Jose, California is the first city in the state to pass legislation allowing for temporary suspension of ordinary zoning restrictions to establish Tiny Homes for the homeless. The city’s streets have been home to around 4,000 residents due to zoning regulations posing prohibitions to creating roofs for the citizens to sleep beneath. Pursuant to the new bill, a city must “declare a ‘shelter crisis’” first, and then the law can be enacted in a city, which will override usual housing standards. San Jose declared its shelter crisis at the end of 2015 and will effectuate the temporary solution from 2017 to 2022. The city has dedicated half an acre of land for insulated houses as small as 70 square feet for formerly homeless individuals to live in.

While some municipalities have rezoned the minimum square footage required to accommodate these villages, other municipalities have allowed non-profit organizations to purchase property and erect Tiny Home villages to assist in combating homelessness. One example is the non-profit organization A Tiny Home for Good. This organization is located in downtown Syracuse, New York, a city filled with vacant lots. Over time, A Tiny Home for Good is transforming rundown lots already zoned to accommodate the new, beautiful, 300 square foot, single-resident homes for those who have experienced the struggle of homelessness. Residents pay rent on a sliding scale based on their income. To end homelessness, the organization connects re-
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sidents with personal professional experts who can help the residents become stable.232 Recently, A Tiny Home for Good made homeless veterans the primary recipients of these homes.233

C. Providing Disaster Relief Through Tiny Homes

A final concern prompting municipal action is the occurrence of natural disasters. Tiny Homes are beneficial for adapting to the effects of climate change.234 The EPA recognizes that modular buildings, structures that can be easily moved and do not depend solely on external power, are ideal structures for adjusting to the needs of a community facing more severe storms or heat than in the past.235 Similarly, Tiny Homes have emerged as an attractive alternative to Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) trailers for natural disaster relief.236 When disaster strikes, FEMA officials, like other Tiny Home owners and builders, have to navigate zoning ordinances before erecting shelters for those in need.237 The officials usually request temporary ordinances to override standing zoning codes.238 These proactive steps to adapt zoning law for Tiny Home accommodation, although existent, are limited in scope and not without challenges and timely procedures.

In conclusion, those individually pursuing the Tiny House movement have encountered numerous challenges attempting to navigate zoning laws that do not accommodate the small square footage of Tiny Homes. These challenges may be because of cities’ and the public’s misperceptions surrounding the movement. However, when addressing concerns such as urban sprawl, homelessness, and natural disasters, municipalities across the United States have altered existing zoning laws, creating smaller minimum square footage requirements. This proposal would encourage municipalities to respond to the environmental concerns that Tiny Home Eco Communities could address.

VI. Efficient Rezoning for Tiny Home Eco Communities

Instead of discouraging a housing option that could address several of the EPA’s environmental concerns and initiatives by forcing individual homeowners and businesses to separately create and propose zoning accommodations for Tiny Homes, the EPA could encourage a
simplified solution for cities to easily adopt through their Smart Growth program and public transportation funding incentive. This could be achieved through the creation of a pre-drawn Tiny Home Eco Community development plan that would expand the EPA’s current Smart Growth program. The plan would allow municipalities to dedicate city land to be used for greener housing developments within the urban or suburban city limits. City authorities seeking to implement the new development plan could easily obtain Smart Growth funding through the EPA for public transit connecting the new housing development to the city itself using a pre-authorization process similar to nationwide permits. This plan necessarily involves several zoning features, combining traditional overlay districts and private covenants to create a hybrid, uniform plan.

Under this proposal, instead of forcing cities that desire to implement these new Tiny Home Eovillages to rewrite their entire zoning code, cities can easily adopt a hybrid overlay zone that incorporates aspects of private covenants. Overlay districts are a versatile zoning tool that cities can implement to override existing codes in an area. Put simply:

Overlay Districts provide a means to incorporate various development regulations across a specified area. These districts are special zones that lie on top of existing zoning categories to supplement or supersede existing regulations. They usually provide a higher level of regulation than that required by the existing zoning classification, but they can also permit exceptions or require a less-restrictive guideline. In cases where conflicting standards are given by an overlay district and the underlying zoning category, those of the overlay district take priority. The boundaries of an overlay district may or may not coincide with the boundaries of the underlying zone, and an overlay district may contain parts of more than one existing zone.  

Originally, cities adopted overlay districts as a way to preserve historic areas. Their use has expanded, however, and overlay districts have been used for micro-homes as accessory dwelling units. Before a city adopts an overlay district allowing accessory dwelling units in a neighborhood, each homeowner would have to individually request an exception to the zoning code for an accessory dwelling unit to co-occupy his or her backyard. However, once an overlay district is adopted, each homeowner could build according to the allowed speci-
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ifications without individually seeking an exemption.\textsuperscript{242} Overlay districts typically apply to existing subdivisions, not new communities, however, and they usually lack effective enforcement of established rules.\textsuperscript{243} Therefore, an overlay district must be combined with private covenants to create a “hybrid zone.”\textsuperscript{244}

Mere rezoning would also fail to create the proposed Tiny Home Eco Communities because “traditional zoning does not delve into nuanced aesthetic strictures.”\textsuperscript{245} So, developers often use private covenants as a way to control more nuanced behaviors within a neighborhood.\textsuperscript{246} These communities are more commonly known as suburban subdivisions.\textsuperscript{247} Developers use covenants for new neighborhoods to dictate the character and style of the community.\textsuperscript{248} Some restrictions govern whether property owners can build fences, how tall their grass can grow, and whether they can build additional structures on their property.\textsuperscript{249} Covenants for Eco Communities may include using only organic practices for gardening; using only sustainable, renewable energy sources while avoiding fossil fuel energy use; and using eco-friendly recycled lumber for construction.\textsuperscript{250} Homeowners Associations are usually appointed to enforce the nuanced rules within a housing development.\textsuperscript{251} The covenant process is accomplished through the private sector, however, and is not traditionally used for public property.\textsuperscript{252}

Aspects from covenants for new, privately-developed communities and features from overlay districts for existing communities are combined to create hybrid communities, or Urban Planned Unit Developments.\textsuperscript{253} Because individual municipalities will initiate implementing this proposal as opposed to individual private developers, hybrid communities provide the necessary platform since cities often lead this form of development.\textsuperscript{254} Usually, hybrid communities have been used within a city to create urban in-fill and density.\textsuperscript{255} Still, hybrid communities can be utilized for suburban subdivisions\textsuperscript{256} and mixed-use de-
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velopments.\textsuperscript{257} Once the covenant rules and overlay characteristics have been approved, and the hybrid community has been built, private homeowners associations enforce maintenance of the new community.\textsuperscript{258}

To date, cities have implemented various zoning approaches when adopting Ecovillages into their communities. Certain cities, such as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, created an entirely new zoning code for urban agriculture.\textsuperscript{259} Other cities, like Cleveland, Ohio, implemented overlay districts.\textsuperscript{260} Still others such as Bloomington, Indiana, used Planned Unit Development, similar to the hybrid method for this proposal.\textsuperscript{261} In Bloomington, developers established an Ecovillage built from natural construction materials and powered by renewable energy.\textsuperscript{262} The developers worked closely with city officials to create nuanced rules for a sustainable community, including solar and water restrictions.\textsuperscript{263} Creating the Planned Urban Development, or hybrid district, ensured that the community rules would remain the same regardless of whether the founders moved, being replaced by new residents.\textsuperscript{264} Under this proposal, cities would start with a uniform master plan and then vote on nuances unique to their region to be enforced. Upon adoption of the Tiny Home Ecovillage, the city would submit the pre-authorized Smart Growth application to receive funds to construct public transportation connecting the new village to the main city.

\textbf{VII. CONCLUSION}

The EPA has identified human activities that emit harmful greenhouse gases, contributing to earth’s changing climate. Among the leading causes of this global phenomenon are emissions from transportation, electricity production, and residential waste and water use practices. Meanwhile, the Tiny House movement is gaining popularity as individuals desire to simplify their lives and live more consciously of their carbon footprint. A nationwide development of Tiny Home
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Ecovillages could achieve the EPA’s initiatives by reducing (1) commuter transportation emissions through increased public transit; (2) shipping transportation emissions through increased locally grown produce; (3) harmful energy emissions by decreasing consumption and switching to renewable sources; and (4) harmful residential emissions though composting and rainwater harvesting practices. Despite these potential benefits, local zoning laws prevent Tiny Homes from being erected in urban areas. Therefore, this proposal incentivizes cities to adopt a hybrid district for Tiny Home Ecovillages by pre-authorizing Smart Growth funding for public transportation connecting the new Ecovillage subdivision to the city’s business center. Although some municipalities have already rezoned to accommodate Tiny Homes and Ecovillages, this proposal is necessary to effect a widespread reduction in greenhouse gases and reap the associated environmental benefits.